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Introduction

Document Scope

This is ##client##’s third Shopify health check. This
document is intended to offer further suggestions that
can be applied individually and progressively to improve
the stability, usability and speed of the site. It also aims
to lay down some metrics that can be looked at over
future health checks to make sure that good progress is
still being made.

Metrics
Shopify theme version

8.2.4

The latest version is 10.0.0 and uses the new
Shopify 2.0 system. Upgrading is already underway
on an unpublished theme on the live site. This is
particularly important as the way the styles are
handled in the theme is no longer supported by
Shopify and prevents editing the styles directly.

jQuery version

3.4.1

jQuery is a popular front end library to make
development tasks easier. Version 3.4.1 is known to
have 2 medium severity vulnerabilities and should be
upgraded to 3.6.0.

Homepage page weight

34.5Mb

Almost all of this is the 3 videos. These should be
optimised to reduce their size and allow the home
page to load faster.

Lighthouse performance - mobile

10/100

Discussed in more detail below.

Lighthouse performance - desktop

39/100

Discussed in more detail below.

Core Web Vitals:
Largest Contentful Paint
Cumulative Layout Shift
Total Blocking Time

5606ms
0.072ms
6873ms

Poor
Good
Poor
Discussed in more detail below.

HTML valid

Errors found

https://validator.w3.org/
nu/?doc=https%3A%2F%2Fclient-site.com%2F

CSS valid

Errors found

https://jigsaw.w3.org/css-validator/validator?uri=https%3A%2F%2Fclient-site.com%2F&profile=css3svg&usermedium=all&warning=1&vextwarning=&lang=en

JavaScript errors showing

Errors found

Discussed in more detail below.

Mobile Friendly

Yes

Google has marked the site as easy to use on mobile.

Document Scope
Metrics
Rich Snippet data valid

Yes

Product data is missing Description, Brand, Image,
and SKU fields which ought to be added in.

Accessibility

Poor

No ARIA roles found.

Broken links

Two found

* ‘Shop Now’ link on the home page
* ‘patented technology’ vimeo link on the
About Us page.

Twitter card data

Yes

This forms the preview when shared on Twitter.

Facebook card data

Yes

This forms the preview when shared on Facebook.

Core JavaScript minified

No

Removing empty space characters can reduce the file
size considerably and should be done.

Core Stylesheets minified

No

Removing empty space characters can reduce the file
size considerably and should be done.

Preconnects present

Yes

These help the site connect to third party content
more quickly.

Well configured Viewport meta tag

Yes

This helps the browser understand how to layout the
page across different screen sizes.

SEO Authority

25/100

Lighthouse scores
Lighthouse is Google’s tool for determining certain
behaviours of the site. These two reports are looking
at the performance of the site - that is how quickly the
site loads essentially. The scores here have considerable
area for improvement, and we’d recommend looking at
a more in depth performance review at a later date.

Core Web Vitals
Core Web Vitals is a group of metrics that Google has
determined for good user experiences on a website.
These scores are also used in determining Search
rankings so they are doubly important.

Although not related to the Theme specifically,
it’s worth tracking this metric over time. This
is Semrush’s score for the overall quality and
performance of the site in terms of search
optimisation.

The site’s Cumulative Layout Shift score was good this is how much the site content moves around as
additional assets load in. A good score means that
content doesn’t jump as the page loads.
The Largest Contentful Paint is to do with how long site
contents take to actually render on the screen, and this
score shows some areas for improvement. A deeper
investigation would be required here.
The Total Blocking Time is the delay from the page
loading to when a user can actually start to click
something and there is a significant delay here of over
6 seconds, and again a deeper investigation should be
undertaken at a later date.

JavaScript errors showing

Document Scope

JavaScript is the way that any additional functionality
is added to the website and handles everything from
showing the mobile menu when the button is clicked
to automatically sliding through images on a carousel
banner.
Errors are currently being displayed in the Console:
Uncaught ReferenceError - this error is coming from
the script that handles Google Pay and should be
investigated.

The console also shows that 2 fonts failed to download
correctly. Although not serious, they’re either not being
used and the references to them should be removed,
or if they are required, the file references should be
corrected.

Apps installed
Back in Stock: Customer Alerts

Useful if required

Better Reports

Admin only - useful if required

Clearco

Not sure what this

Clicksit Return Center

Is this required as well as Rebound?

DeployBot

Absolute installed for theme deployment

EU Cookie Bar by Booster Apps

Could be replaced by Shopify’s own

Facebook

Useful

Feed For Google Shopping

Useful

Freshdesk

App doesn’t load in the admin

Integromat

Might be alternatives to what this is doing

Klaviyo - Email Marketing

Useful if required

Metafields Guru

No longer required after 2.0 theme upgrade

One Click Social Login

Useful

Page Speed Optimizer

Should be replaced with direct theme work

Pre-Order Now - Preorder

Could be done within the theme itself

Apps installed
Product Reviews
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Useful

Rebound

Useful if required

Rewind Backups

Useful

Rewind Copy (formerly Replay)

Could be removed?

SalesAnalyzer

Is this required with Better Reports?

Shop Instagram & UGC

Useful - although we could look at Yotpo etc

Shopify Email

Is this needed along with Klaviyo?

Smart Product Filter & Search

Doesn’t seem to be being used

Theme Updater

Could be removed

Ultimate Special Offers

Can be done within the admin without app

Uncapped

App doesn’t load in the admin

USO Companion 1

App doesn’t load in the admin

USO Companion 2

App doesn’t load in the admin

Wayflyer

App doesn’t load in the admin

Xero

Useful if required

Going forward
The JavaScript error is the most pressing issue and we’d
recommend focussing on that one first. We’d estimate a
half an hour to investigate and correct that.
Following on from that, the Largest Contentful Paint
and Total Blocking Time scores in the Core Web Vitals
section should be addressed. That would need more
in-depth investigation and we can advise you on that
separately.
If you’d like to discuss any of this, especially the
more involved points, please let us know and we can
arrange a call to go over this in further detail and
agree how best to approach them.

